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Abstract

This paper critically examines the current prac-
tices of benchmark dataset sharing in NLP and
suggests a better way to inform reusers of the
benchmark dataset. As the dataset sharing plat-
form plays a key role not only in distributing
the dataset but also in informing the potential
reusers about the dataset, we believe data shar-
ing platforms should provide a comprehensive
context of the datasets. We survey four bench-
mark dataset sharing platforms: HuggingFace,
PaperswithCode, Tensorflow, and Pytorch to di-
agnose the current practices of how the dataset
is shared - which metadata is shared and omit-
ted. To be specific, drawing on the concept of
data curation which considers the future reuse
when the data is made public, we advance the
direction that benchmark dataset sharing plat-
forms should take into consideration. We iden-
tify that four benchmark platforms have dif-
ferent practices of using metadata and there
is a lack of consensus on what social impact
metadata is. We believe the problem of miss-
ing a discussion around social impact in the
dataset sharing platforms has to do with the
failed agreement on who should be in charge.
We propose that the benchmark dataset should
develop social impact metadata and data cura-
tor should take a role in managing the social
impact metadata.

1 Introduction

Benchmark datasets play a crucial role in devel-
oping the model. Publicly available benchmark
datasets serve as a baseline proxy to measure the
model’s performance and an evaluation as the ma-
chine learning (ML) and natural language process-
ing (NLP) scholarship competes for the higher
ground. Recent works have started to question
the validity of such benchmark datasets regarding
their generalizability (Bowman and Dahl, 2021;
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Paullada et al., 2021), documentation practices
(Bender and Friedman, 2018), and social impact
(Hovy and Spruit, 2016; Sap et al., 2021), amongst
others. Paullada et al. (2021) focus on the way how
benchmark datasets are collected and used and ad-
vocate cautious understanding of data in order to
address ethical issues of using such datasets. Bow-
man and Dahl (2021) suggest the criteria bench-
marks should qualify, namely the robustness, sta-
tistical power, and considerations of social impact.
However, despite the fact that the documentation of
benchmark datasets and the role of the dataset shar-
ing platform are pivotal not only in informing the
users about the benchmark dataset but also solicit-
ing a safe use, it has been relatively understudied.
We believe that critically examining the current
practices of dataset sharing platforms - which meta-
data is documented and omitted - and suggesting
desiderata for data sharing platforms can serve as a
practical guide for users and researchers in encour-
aging a safe environment.

Our findings show that current practices of
dataset sharing platforms are highly centered on
reusable purpose, which focuses on the conve-
nience of the users in making use of the dataset.
For example, it provides detailed explanations of
how to load the dataset into actual development,
how the test and train split are made. It was hard,
on the other hand, to find the documentation of the
limitations of the dataset (e.g. which societal im-
pacts it may bring); even if there were, the concepts
and definitions were often elusive. We introduce
the concept of social impact metadata which is
the documenting practice done in Library and In-
formation Science in order to advocate mitigating
possible social harms.

We propose desiderata for documenting bench-
mark datasets. Beyond descriptive and adminis-
trative metadata, the documents of the metadata
should also include the social impact metadata. To
make it possible, we highly encourage developing
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the social impact metadata (e.g. demographic statis-
tics of the data) and also emphasize a role of the
data curator who is responsible for documenting in
terms of the data sharing platforms.

2 Definitions

In order to narrow down the conceptual difference
that may conflict between the ML (and NLP) com-
munity and Library and Information Science com-
munity, we introduce the definition of the key terms
that will be used throughout the paper.

Data documentation Data documentation (some-
times called a "codebook") is helpful in under-
standing and interpreting the dataset (Vardi-
gan et al., 2008). A document can be de-
fined as ‘anything in which knowledge is
recorded’ and documentation is ‘any process
which serves to make a document available to
the user after knowledge.’ (Woledge, 1983).
With this sense, Data Documentation Initia-
tives (DDI) defines data documentation as
‘document and manage data across the en-
tire data life cycle, from conceptualization to
data publication, analysis and beyond’ (DDI,
2020). ML community defines the data docu-
mentation as ‘annotating various demographic
characteristics for disaggregated testing, gath-
ering representative data, and providing docu-
mentation pertaining to the data gathering and
annotation process’ (Jo and Gebru, 2020).

Benchmark dataset Benchmark dataset refers to
the typical set of datasets that are commonly
used for evaluating the model’s baseline per-
formance on specific tasks (Bowman and
Dahl, 2021). Some of the widely used bench-
mark datasets in NLP are GLUE (Wang et al.,
2018) and SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019)
for natural language understanding, SQuAD
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016) for question and an-
swering, and Seteroset (Nadeem et al., 2021),
CrowS (Nangia et al., 2020) for checking bi-
ased natural language models, amongst others.

Data sharing platform We consider a data-
sharing platform, that provides access to
the datasets or the metadata of the datasets.
Normally the benchmark datasets are shared
through the third party provider rather than
the data creators themselves. Generally, the
data sharing platforms offer the users direct

access to the datasets by their pre-defined
methods that are compatible with their
libraries used for developing NLP models
(e.g. HuggingFace, PyTorch, Tensorflow).
Apart from the concept of data curator, who
collects, selects, and participates in the data
creation process, contributors are the ones
that upload and document the dataset to
the data-sharing platform. This could be
voluntary individuals (e.g. HuggingFace), or
in part supported by automated algorithms
(e.g. PaperswithCode).

Descriptive metadata Descriptive metadata is
considered to contain information that can
help users to find, identify, select, and obtain
the resource. Title, creator, keywords, sub-
ject, type of resource, and other attributes that
describe what the resource is about are con-
sidered as descriptive metadata (Liu and Qin,
2014; Pomerantz, 2015). In practice, descrip-
tive metadata in the archives can be used to
catalog entities, events, time, and space to an-
swer the queries that the users want to find
(Dobreski et al., 2020). Descriptive metadata
in the benchmark dataset can be derived from
variables inside of the dataset. The domain
(e.g., social media, news media), scope (e.g.,
the topic covered by the dataset) can be addi-
tional descriptive metadata of the benchmark
dataset.

Administrative metadata Administrative meta-
data is required to house information about
managing and administering collections. Ad-
ministrative metadata includes information
about rights, versions, and preservation
(NISO, 2004). For the benchmark dataset,
the version can be appropriate administrative
metadata.

3 Social Impact of Benchmark Dataset
Sharing Platforms

Once the benchmark dataset is made available for
others, data friction comes into play. Data fric-
tion explains a point of resistance where data can
be garbled, misinterpreted, or lost (Edwards et al.,
2011). As Edwards et al. (2011) argue, researchers’
main interest is in using data, not in describing the
dataset for the benefit of invisible, unknown future
users. The problem of benchmark dataset sharing
arise because text-as-data and computation is no
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longer exclusive field of NLP and ML (Monroe
et al., 2008). The benchmark dataset can be eas-
ily used by researchers outside of NLP and ML
community. For instance, now in the name of digi-
tal humanities, researchers in humanities also use
computational approaches and technologies with
historical text data (Connolly, 2020; Soni et al.,
2021; Smith et al., 2014).
Likewise, if the benchmark dataset is shared
through the sharing platforms, ML and NLP re-
searchers will make derivative models based on
the benchmark dataset and this will lead the re-
searchers outside of ML and NLP to indirectly
impacted by benchmark dataset without knowing
the social impact of the dataset. Even though hu-
manists and social scientists may not fine-tune the
parameters of the model itself, their research will
be impacted by how the benchmark dataset is de-
signed and constructed. The use of pre-trained
model from NLP community by researchers out-
side of NLP and ML can be found in the case of
politeness detection model. The original idea of
developing a NLP model for detecting politeness
from language is from Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
et al. (2013). As the automatic scoring of the po-
liteness in the language has benefits regardless of
the field, Hoffman et al. (2017) attempted to repro-
duce and validate Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
(2013). In doing so, Hoffman et al. (2017) applied
the same model to Wikipedia, which is the identi-
cal domain and found unexpected results that led
them to question the quality of the dataset. Their
conclusion called for an investigation on research
which reused the dataset that Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil et al. (2013) developed. If the quality of
dataset is spurious, then it is hard to say the follow-
ing research building on the questionable dataset
can avoid critics. Nonetheless, the politeness cor-
pus of Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013) is
now incorporated into the R package (Yeomans
et al., 2018), allowing researchers from outside of
ML community can easily load the package and
analyze the data. There are some papers already
utilized politeness corpus from outside of NLP and
ML for social science research purpose (Sun et al.,
2021; G Moore et al., 2020). At this point, we
do not know how to measure the social impact of
politeness detection dataset and the derivative pack-
age will bring.
For ML and NLP researchers, identifying who is re-
sponsible for assessing the social impact and alarm-

ing the benchmark dataset reusers is now more
than important. We can find another example of
social impact of malfunctioned benchmark dataset
in the recent development of a chatbot called ‘Lee
ruda’. ’Lee ruda’ showed how artificial intelligence
systems can jeopardize sexual minorities by expos-
ing them to toxic communication space (McCurry,
2021). If the data documentation process is not
shared in the benchmark dataset sharing platforms
and discussion around social impact of the dataset
is not mature enough to alert reusers, the social im-
pact of benchmark dataset can be catastrophic. In
this vein, Hovy and Spruit (2016) also emphasizes
how naive use of the datasets may cause problems
on the society by directly deploying the trained
model into the society.

4 Current Practices of Benchmark
Dataset Sharing Platforms

We investigated the platforms that practitioners and
researchers largely accessed for datasets. This re-
sulted in four main platforms: HuggingFace1, Pa-
perswithCode 2, Tensorflow 3, and PyTorch 4. We
focused on whether it provides users easy access to
datasets along with its metadata. As for Paperswith-
Code, it did not provide direct access to datasets
however, it offered detailed information of data
such as the papers that used (cited) the datasets. We
excluded the platforms that were managed by the
users themselves, such as Github, as it was mostly
uploaded by the data creators themselves, rather
than other contributors that curated the dataset for
ease of use.

HuggingFace HuggingFace provides an infras-
tructure so ML researchers can easily leverage
models and datasets. The idea of Hugging-
Face is similar to Github, where the codes and
data are shared. In HuggingFace, it is the lan-
guage model trained by different groups of
researchers in NLP that is shared. Of many
language models available in HuggingFace,
what made HuggingFace famous is Transform-
ers, which enabled loading thousands of deep
learning frameworks (PyTorch, Tensorflow,
JAX) as well as language models (e.g., BERT,
RoBERTa, GPT) with a single line of code.

1https://huggingface.co/
2https://paperswithcode.com/
3https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets
4https://pytorch.org/text/stable/

datasets.html
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The Dataset card for social impact, biases, and
unknown limitations is developed to reflect the
growing concern around the social impact of
the ML benchmark dataset (McMillan-Major
et al., 2021).

PaperswithCode PaperswithCode organizes the
research works from the ML community by
providing three access points: tasks, datasets,
and methods. PaperswithCode do not house
the datasets but rather provide a reference
point where you can find the research worked
on the specific benchmark dataset. The
Dataset section was organized with brief in-
formation about the dataset, relevant papers
which reused the benchmark dataset, on which
tasks the benchmark dataset was used, and
where researchers can find the benchmark
dataset. For instance, PaperswithCode intro-
duces GLUE dataset with additional informa-
tion that it can be found from Hugging Face
and Tensorflow.

Tensorflow Tensorflow is an open-source library
that helps the users to develop and train ML
models developed by the Google Brain Team.
It serves as the core platform and library for
machine learning by allowing the users to
customize their own models. In addition to
the model library, Tensorflow also provides
datasets as a collection of ready-to-use li-
braries. Ranging from audio, graphs, image,
and texts, it offers widely used datasets includ-
ing benchmarks (e.g. GLUE, SQuAD). The
merit of Tensorflow datasets lies in their easy-
to-use nature, as users can simply load and
make use of the datasets by importing the li-
brary, except for a few exceptions that require
a manual download.

PyTorch Analogous to the Tensorflow library, Py-
Torch is an open-source tensor library for
deep learning using GPUs and CPUs, primar-
ily developed by Facebook’s AI research lab.
In addition to the modules for operation, it
also provides datasets and tools that make
data loading easy, mainly for usability pur-
poses. The dataset it provides is the most
widely used benchmark, such as WikiText-2,
CoNLL2000Chunking, for a variety of tasks
including language modeling, sequence tag-
ging, and text classification amongst others.

5 Results

As one would expect, the essential role of these
platforms was focused on helping the users easily
fetch the dataset and use it without putting in
an extra endeavor. For example, the datasets
were well-curated into train and test set splits,
so that users can readily reproduce, and custom
it to their own task. However, when it came to
sharing auxiliary information (metadata) regarding
the dataset, such as its limitations, and societal
impacts, a large portion of the platforms lacked
providing detailed information. In this section, we
introduce the metadata types used in benchmark
dataset sharing platforms and summarized in Table
1 of Appendix A.

5.1 Confusing concepts in terminology and
metadata

HuggingFace placed ‘Personal and Sensitive
Information’ into the big category called Dataset
Creation. However, given that dataset creation
includes information about source and annotation,
Dataset Creation is the section for descriptive
metadata. Following HuggingFace’s rule of cate-
gorization, it is hard to identify whether ‘Personal
and Sensitive Information’ is descriptive metadata
that can be recorded directly from the dataset.
Furthermore, the terminology that HuggingFace
is using can be misleading. HuggingFace uses
‘Curators’ to show “people involved in collecting
the dataset and their affiliation(s)” 5. Using the
term ‘curator’ to indicate people who created
(collected) the dataset can be confusing. In
Library and Information Science (especially the
documentation field), the museum curators are
people establishing collecting policies to guide
the future acquisition of objects (Roberts and
Light, 1980). With this sense, HuggingFace is
equivalent to a museum where the virtual place
houses multiple objects (datasets) and curators
are people who put the dataset in the benchmark
dataset sharing platform. We believe the confusing
concept of curator stems from the fact that the
dataset is also collected from various sources.
However, a curator is the person who works at the
museum or library to facilitate access or circulation
of the object, not the writer or creator of the book

5https://github.com/huggingface/
datasets/blob/master/templates/README_
guide.md
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or object.

5.2 Lack of documenting the limitations of the
benchmark datasets

Among the platforms we investigated, only a few
platforms provided the information of limitations
of the benchmark datasets. HuggingFace data
cards have a section that links the contributors,
those who upload the dataset to the platform to
write down what the data curation rationale is
and how the annotations were made. However,
when it comes to the limitations of the benchmark
datasets, the detailed explanations about what the
limitations are unclear. It is hard to find coherent
concept of what limitation should be addressed.
For example, one of the datasets mentioned the
contextual limitation - monolingual dataset as
the limitation "(the) issue is the focus on English
language and lack of multilingual hate speech."
(hatexplain6) - while the other noted the technical
issue, the data size, as its limitation "The dataset is
relatively small and should be used combined with
larger datasets." (ethos7).
Similar to the Hugging Face, PaperswithCode
showed the related papers, however, as the related
papers were based on the citation information -
whether the dataset was cited in the paper or not
- it did not explicitly distinguish the papers that
mentioned the limitations of the datasets. Even
though one particular paper cited the dataset, it
does not necessarily mean that the paper used
the dataset for improving their own models. It
could have been the paper discussing the caveats
of using the dataset. However, this demarcation
was not clear to help reusers notice whether there
is a potential harm of leveraging this dataset.
As Tensorflow and PyTorch were focused more
on its technical use of the datasets, only the
information pertaining to how to practically use
the datasets was documented. For example, the test
and train splits, and the functions that were used to
load the data. This different metadata recording
practice in benchmark dataset sharing platforms
shows that there is no consensus on what metadata
to use to inform the reusers of the benchmark
dataset.

6https://huggingface.co/datasets/
hatexplain

7https://huggingface.co/datasets/
ethos#other-known-limitations

5.3 Discussions of social impacts

We denote two prominent points when investi-
gating the platforms overall regarding the discus-
sions of social impacts. First, the platforms that
documented the social impacts of the benchmark
datasets barely existed. Even if there were sections
for limitations, it was not clear whether the sec-
tion is for discussing the social impact of dataset or
technical aspect of dataset. Second, the definition
of what social impacts it is referring to was obscure
if there were any sections allocated to document it.
For Tensorflow and PyTorch, as the main focus
of these platforms are on redistribution, and en-
hancing the reusability of the users, the documen-
tation did not include any discussions of the so-
cial impacts of the datasets. PaperswithCode has
its unique feature, ‘leaderboard’ that demonstrates
the state-of-the-art models that were tested on the
given datasets. It allows the users to easily check
the model performance based on this leaderboard.
This practice, however, is far from discussing the
social impacts the datasets and it does not provide
the audience with potential caveats that may arise
when using the dataset.
HuggingFace, on the other hand, provided the data
cards which is the format the contributors need to
fill when sharing the dataset, and there is a section
that deals with the possible social impact of the
dataset. According to the HuggingFace data card
guidelines, the range of what social impact is broad
ranging from positive impact to potential risks it
may have to the society. One of the dataset expla-
nations mentioned the positive social impact it can
bring: "The dataset could prove beneficial to de-
velop models which are more explainable and less
biased." (hatexplain8), while the others focused
on the functional effectiveness: "This dataset is
part of an effort to encourage text classification
research in languages other than English." (ama-
zon reviews9), and few on the negative impacts:
"..it necessarily requires confronting online con-
tent that may be offensive or disturbing but ar-
gue that deliberate avoidance does not eliminate
such problems" (social bias frames10). This lack

8https://huggingface.co/datasets/
hatexplain#social-impact-of-dataset

9https://huggingface.co/
datasets/amazon_reviews_multi#
social-impact-of-dataset

10https://huggingface.co/
datasets/social_bias_frames#
social-impact-of-dataset
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of consensus on what limitation is with respect to
benchmark dataset and social impact the bench-
mark dataset can bring can lead to haphazard or-
ganization of benchmark dataset and in turn lead
to the failed control of managing implicit bias slip-
ping into derivative NLP models and the findings
of the scholars who simply utilize the NLP models.

6 Desiderata of Data Sharing Platforms

The caveat of using benchmark dataset and vis-
à-vis social impact is gaining attention from the
ML community (Hovy and Spruit, 2016; Sap et al.,
2021). However, we believe the benchmark dataset
sharing platform is not currently up-to-date be-
cause the current discussion around the benchmark
dataset is missing. We acknowledge that the en-
deavor of dataset creators is crucial in developing a
safe benchmark ecosystem, however, in this work
we typically focus on the data sharing platforms.
From our analysis, there are many loopholes to fill.
PaperswithCode, Tensorflow, and PyTorch empha-
sized descriptive and administrative metadata while
neglecting the importance of the social impact that
the benchmark dataset can bring. We want to reiter-
ate that even though data documentation recorded
the entire process of dataset creation perfectly, data
friction (Edwards et al., 2011) could happen when
it was made available for others for reuse purposes.
Therefore, dataset sharing platforms should take
initiative to inform the social impact of the bench-
mark datasets by critically assessing the datasets.
From a data curation perspective, it is unclear who
is responsible for organizing the information of
social impact, biases, and other limitations.

6.1 Beyond descriptive and administrative
metadata

Metadata for administrative purposes which does
not describe the dataset itself but may be of use
to clarify rights and version were well-developed
in four platforms. Although administrative meta-
data that each platform used was varied, we were
able to identify that platforms tried to record li-
censes (HuggingFace, PaperswithCode) and ver-
sions (Tensorflow). However, metadata for social
impact were absent in PaperswithCode, Tensorflow,
and PyTorch. This may indicate that the discussion
around the social impact of reusing the benchmark
datasets stays in scholarly communication. Prac-
titioners (both in the ML community and outside
of the community) deserve the right to know the

potential social impact that the benchmark dataset
they are using can bring.

6.2 Data curator for social impact metadata

The next will be answering who is responsible for
providing social impact metadata. We propose that
the data curator specialists working for the bench-
mark dataset sharing platform should take a role
to announce and organize the social impact of the
dataset. As we discussed in the 5. Results section,
the role of a curator is to manage the dataset and
critically assess the social impact of reuse. It is
a lack of understanding the importance of meta-
data and the role of the curator that made the cli-
mate of putting less emphasis on sharing social
impact information. HuggingFace placed ‘personal
and sensitive information’ into descriptive meta-
data section (Dataset Creation), confusing who is
responsible for filling out the field of ‘personal
and sensitive information’. We believe sensitive
information is an aspect of the dataset after crit-
ically reviewing it. Additional information can
either be detected during the collection or after it is
completed collecting process. However, it is more
likely that sensitive information can slip into the
dataset without dataset creators’ notice. This makes
the nature of ‘personal and sensitive information’
fall under metadata that needs to be addressed after-
ward, which is far from descriptive metadata. For
instance, if the dataset was collected from social
media, data curators should critically assess the
dataset to identify if it contains personally identifi-
able information and complete the metadata section
for it.

6.3 Developing social impact metadata

The benchmark dataset may have an impact on so-
ciety with exclusion and overgeneralization (Hovy
and Spruit, 2016). Hovy and Spruit (2016) explain
that the exclusion of certain demographics in the
dataset may exacerbate as the models overfit these
factors. For example, models that are overfitted to
standard white English may have the propensity to
fail when applied to the products by marginalizing
other demographics and their use of language can
be overgeneralized. Concretely, below we list some
of the possible social impact metadata that needs
to be included: which metadata should be included,
and why it should be considered important in terms
of social impact.
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Demographic statistics is about the population
from whom the data comes. As the data for
NLP deals with language, it carries contextual
information beyond its face value. For exam-
ple, text data retrieved from news wire may
represent a typically white, educated, middle-
upper class man (Garimella et al., 2019) while
text data retrieved from certain social media
platforms may convey the language spoken
by the platform users. Likewise, the data it-
self may represent certain socio-demographic
groups for the language models to be trained
on. Thus, it is important to document the
demographic statistics of the dataset. Res-
onating our recommendation, there is a schol-
arship claiming the importance of ensuring
demographic variation in order to mitigate po-
tential bias upon deployment (Hovy and Prab-
humoye, 2021; Rogers et al., 2021; Ardehaly
and Culotta, 2014).

Annotators demographics is about the popula-
tion who added values (labels) on top of the
collected raw data. Recording metadata about
annotators demographics is related to selec-
tion bias and demographics of annotators ac-
cord with label bias (Hovy and Prabhumoye,
2021). As annotators (e.g. crowdsource work-
ers) contribute to form the labels, their social
norms can be systematically encoded in the
dataset, inducing a label bias. Sap et al. (2021)
demonstrates how the annotations are highly
dependent on the annotator’s demographics.
To be specific, the task of annotating whether
the text is a type of hate speech or not is
hinged much on the annotators’ ethnic group.
It is important to document the annotators’ de-
mographics, not only because it informs the
users about the representation of annotators
but also it also steers future data creators to
take into consideration when crowdsourcing
annotators.

Besides these items, we also note the initia-
tives of NAACL (the discussion of the broader
impacts11) and GDPR (privacy issues of collected
data12) are also highly recommendable for starting
a discussion on making a consensus about what so-
cial impact metadata the benchmark dataset sharing

11https://2021.naacl.org/ethics/faq/
12https://eur-lex.europa.eu/

legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:
32016R0679

platforms should reflect.

7 Conclusion

We believe the documentation of the benchmark
dataset plays an important role as it introduces the
pitfalls as well as the usage of the dataset. To this
end, we examine current practices of widely ac-
cessed benchmark dataset sharing platforms - what
is documented and what is omitted -. Our findings
suggest the need for documenting the social im-
pact of the benchmark dataset as well as assigning
the data curators for data sharing platforms to be
in-charge of documenting relevant metadata.
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A Appendix

Platforms Metadata type Items

HuggingFace Descriptive metadata
Dataset Creation:
Curation Rationale, Source Data, Annoatations

Social impact metadata

Dataset Creation:
Personal and Sensitive Information
Considerations for Using the data:
Social Impact of dataset, Discussions of Biases,
Other known Limitations

Administrative metadata
Additional Information Dataset: Curators,
Licensing Information, Citation Information,
Contributions

PaperswithCode Descriptive metadata Description
Social impact metadata

Administrative metadata

Homepage (Link to paper), Usage (Number of papers
using this dataset by year), Benchmark Leader Board
(Task, Dataset variant, Best Model, Paper, Code),
License, List of papers

Tensorflow Descriptive metadata
Description, Download size, Dataset size, Auto-cached,
Splits, Supervised keys, Figure

Social impact metadata

Administrative metadata
Homepage (Link to paper), Source code
(Example code for deployment),
Versions, Examples, Citation

PyTorch Descriptive metadata
Number of lines per split, Number of classes,
Parameters

Social impact metadata
Administrative metadata Code (example code for deployment)

Table 1: Metadata of benchmark dataset sharing platforms
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